
Lesson 8 

Look Inside You(Poem) 

Class V 

Write the entire poem in the English Class Copy Neatly 

Q1. Write Meanings: 

a. surly- bad- tempered , unfriendly  

b. grin -smile in a silly way with teeth showing 

c.worn: (here) your meanness has reduced and your inner 

goodness can be seen. 

Q2. Rhyming Words: 

a. place- face 

b. grin- thin 

c. too-you. 

Reading Comprehension (Reader book –Page no 83 & 84) 

– OMIT 

B. Do in English Reader book (H.W) 

C. Read the lines and answer the questions that follows: 

1. I know this will surprise you- 

    But I’ve seen it in your face  

A. Who is the speaker in these lines? 

Ans The speaker in these lines is the poet. 

B. What kind of a person is he/she speaking to- a kind person 

or a mean person? 

Ans The poetess is speaking to a mean person. 



C. What has the speaker seen in the listener’s face? 

Ans The speaker has seen softness and kindness in the 

listener’s face that shines through his/her  sad eyes. 

2. Your eyes are often sad, although 

    You wear a surly grin . 

    Sometimes when you stand all alone 

    Your ‘mean’ seems worn and thin 

A. The person’s eyes show sadness . How does the person try 

to cover up this sadness? 

Ans The person tries to cover up his sadness with a surly grin. 

 b. What happens to the person when he/she stands alone? 

Ans When the person stands alone , his/her outer mask of 

meaness seems to wear thin and his sadness at being alone 

shows through. 

c. What does the word ‘mean’ show here –meaning or 

meaness? 

Ans The word ‘mean’ here refers to meaness. 

D. OMIT 

Note :  Below exercises to be written in the English Book 

itself 

Vocabulary (page no 87) 

Choose the correct words from the brackets to fill in the 

blanks: 

1. They were not allowed to drive. 

2. I have asked the tailor to alter my dress. 



3. She could not bare the cold. 

4. Beet juice is good for health. 

5. She has become very busy after the birth of her child. 

6. Aditi is bored with the game now. 

GRAMMAR (page no 88) 

Fill in the blanks with infinitive verbs: 

1. I picked up the water can to water the plants. 

2. Father took his mobile phone out to take my photograph. 

3. You have to work very hard if you want to pass. 

4. We booked a car to drive us to the party. 

5. Mother hammered a nail on the wall to hang a painting., 

6. He was thrilled to earn some money. 

7. Please be ready to justify your action to the teacher. 

8. He was afraid to take the test. 

9. She is ready to accept the job. 

10. I would like to come to the party with you. 

WRITING (page no 89)-OMIT 
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